While much effort has been put in designing and evaluating Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) models for translation in the WSD community, standard Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems have achieved remarkable improvements in translation quality without modeling WSD explicitly. However, inspecting SMT output suggests that SMT needs better semantic modeling to accurately translate meaning. In the past few years, several approaches to directly tackle WSD in SMT have finally been proposed, and suggest that WSD has indeed something to offer to full-scale SMT. We will summarize our own efforts in integrating WSD models in SMT, and compare and contrast them with other recent work in WSD and context-dependent modeling for SMT.
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From Conventional WSD to Phrase
Sense Disambiguation for SMT
Our early experiments surprisingly challenged common assumptions about the role and usefulness of WSD for SMT. Integrating the predictions of a Senseval WSD system into a standard Chinese-English SMT system did not help, but hurt translation quality (Carpuat and Wu, 2005b) , perhaps suggesting that SMT systems already implicitly perform WSD well enough. However, evaluating a SMT system on a Senseval task showed as expected that SMT perfoms much worse than dedicated WSD systems (Carpuat and Wu, 2005a) . These seemingly contradictory results showed that a better integration strategy for WSD in SMT was needed. In order to better integrate WSD predictions into SMT, we subsequently proposed three generalizations that turn conventional WSD into new integrated Phrase Sense Disambiguation models:
(1) Instead of looking up senses in a manually defined sense inventory, phrase sense disambiguation models learn sense distinctions automatically from the same parallel corpora as the SMT system.
(2) Instead of predicting senses for single words, or content words defined in a particular inventory, phrase sense disambiguation models are trained for all the phrases in the SMT translation lexicon.
(3) Rather than using WSD predictions as hard constraints, PSD models yield translation probability distributions that can be naturally incorporated in the loglinear translation model and are thus used at all stages of decoding.
We showed that this approach consistently improves translation quality according to all most commonly used translation quality metrics (Carpuat and Wu, 2007b) . Further analysis revealed that generalizing to phrase sense disambiguation is necessary to get consistent improvements (Carpuat and Wu, 2007a) and that improvements in evaluation metrics reflect genuine improvements in lexical choice (Carpuat and Wu, 2008 Finally, Gimpel and Smith (2008) showed that directly incorporating context-features into a loglinear phrase-based SMT model can reliably improve BLEU, NIST and METEOR scores only when few features are used. WSD modeling seems to provide a better framework to balance rich but sparse features.
Taken together, all these results suggests that WSD modeling provides an appropriate framework to integrate rich contextual features into SMT lexical choice, but that in order to be useful in SMT and in applications in general, WSD should be defined in a task-dependent way and use learnable sense inventories. 
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